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41st ANNUAL MEETING OF NAFO - SEPTEMBER 2019
Changes in NAFO CEM from the Editorial Drafting Group
The Editorial Drafting Group (EDG) met from 05-07 March 2019 (STACTIC EDG-WP 19-03) and
agreed to forward the changes to the NAFO CEM below to STACTIC for approval. These changes were
originally presented in STACTIC EDG-WP 19-02 (Revised).

CEM
5.3.d
5.7.b

5.15.f

6.3.d

12.1.b
13.2.a

28.3.d
25.8.j

37.1.g

ISSUE
Correct the CEM reference to clarify the
time of closure of the "Others" quota
Correct a typing error: change "on" by
"for"
Correct the CEM reference on CP failing
to close their RED 3M fishery on time
Correct a typing error: delete "to"

Change moratoria to moratorium since is
it referring to a single moratorium
The sentence is mixing two different
concepts "moratoria" and "Others".
Proposal to separate these two concepts
into two bullets.

Consistency with wording of duties of
CPs
Clarify if all species of shrimp are
concerned, or only "PRA"
Need to give sense to the words "labels
each entry"
Put the estimation of freezing capacity
mandatory

Align the relationship with the observer
to the new observer programme
(coverage derogation)
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SUGGESTION
Replace the CEM reference 15(d) by 15(d)ii

Change "allocated on that stock" to "allocated for that stock"
Replace the CEM reference 15(d) by 15(d)

Delete the redundant "to" in …"quota opened to for that
stock"…
d. where a ban on fishing applies (moratoriaum),

Current text:
d. where a ban on fishing applies (moratoria), or when the
“Others” quota opened to for that stock has been fully
utilized: 1250 kg or 5%, whichever is the greater;

Replace with:
d. where a ban on fishing applies (moratoriaum): 1250 kg
or 5%, whichever is the greater;
e. when the “Others” quota opened to for that stock has
been fully utilized: 1250 kg or 5%, whichever is the greater;

Renumber remaining points accordingly.
Redraft the sentence as follows:
b. for all observed hauls that contain Greenland shark,
require its observers to observer shall record the
number…
Redraft the sentence as follows:
a. 40 mm for shrimps, and including prawns (PRA);
Redraft the sentence as follows: "labels records each entry
in accordance with Art 27"
Redraft the sentence as follows:
j. estimation of freezing capacity or, if possible, certification
of refrigeration system will be provided if possible.
Redraft the sentence as follows: "where practicable, notify
the any observer(s) on board of the infringement."
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37.2.a.i.1
38.1.e

38.1.k

Correct the CEM reference to clarify
what must appear in the written
notification
Correct the CEM reference to address the
closed areas
Correct the CEM reference to address the
reporting of sharks
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Replace the point 15 reference to 14.2, that qualifies the
infringements
Replace the CEM reference 11 by 17

Replace the CEM reference 10.6 to 12.1(a)
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